
	  

02 December 2015 
Midterm Student Feedback for Amy Pistone 
Great Books 191 (19 students) 
Graduate Teaching Consultant Jess Beck 
 
Summary: In our initial consultation, Amy described the course as a discussion section for a larger 
lecture course. In Great Books, GSIs meet once a week to discuss the lecture material and to go over 
anything the instructors want to have covered in section. Overall GSIs have a high level of 
autonomy in their own sections, though they coordinate their schedules so that grades are released to 
the students at the same time. This consultation is not required for Great Books instructors – Amy 
wanted someone to observe her teaching. I solicited feedback from her students about both strengths 
and areas of improvement. 
 
Structure: I have sorted comments into categories that illustrate trends in student feedback. Each of 
the numbered points is one that was stressed by the group during large group discussion as the most 
salient strength/area of improvement that they identified for the class. The G indicates which group 
the comment came from (e.g. Group 1, Group 2, etc.). The parentheses delineate 
explanations/examples that the students provided for the strength or area of improvement.  
 

WHAT IS HELPING STUDENTS LEARN 
 
 
1. ATTITUDE: Amy is approachable, nice, and easy to talk to, and there is communication 
between students and instructor à 95% agree. 

•   G1: She cares/ is passionate about this class. 
•   G1: Really approachable in office hours and responds to emails quickly. 
•   G3: She is very approachable (Very easy to contact via email. She responds very quickly). 

 
 
2. ORGANIZATION: The instructor outlines the entire class, and emails students with questions 
and prompts before section à 95% agree. 

•   G1: She outlines the entire class and has clear expectations before we get to class (sends out 
emails with questions and passages to look at).  

•   G2: Amy’s emails on the overview of the week and questions to consider (she sends them 
weekly). 

•   G3: Amy is very organized (She provides helpful handouts that she writes with background 
info on texts and writing advice). 

•   G4: Strong, guiding voice so that discussion has a direct path/Put in structured groups with a 
purpose/goal. 

 
 
 
 



	  

3. SECTION ORGANIZATION: Amy organizes students into structured groups with a defined 
purpose à 95% agree. 

•   G2: Gives discussion to us. 
•   G3: Discussion is very structured and prepared beforehand (Amy sends us discussion 

questions before class; we have a good idea [of] what to expect in discussion). 
•   G4: Lesson plans focus on what we can talk about for essays. 

 
 
4. SUPPORTING MATERIALS: The instructor is very organized, and provides helpful handouts 
and Google Docs à 70% agree. 

•   G2: Helpful handouts 
 

Other things helping students learn: Note that three separate groups wrote down comments about 
the utility of instructor feedback (see rectangle). 

•   G1: Gives really good/constructive feedback so we can improve, and challenges us to do 
better in our writing. 

•   G2: Comments on the essays are very specific and helpful. 
•   G3: She provides detailed, helpful feedback on papers (Detailed comments on Canvas). 
•   G2: Gives us lots of time to be flexible with lecture summaries and analyses. 

 
 

 
 

  



	  

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT 
 
1. GRADE UPDATES: Students would find it helpful to have an idea of their grade throughout the 
course (e.g. updates on how they are doing in participation, clear guidelines and expectations for 
paper revisions) à 100% agree. 

•   G1: Update us sooner on the little assignment. 
•   G3: It would be helpful to have an idea of what our grade is throughout the class (GSIs 

could send feedback on discussion points and provide clearer guidelines and expectations for 
paper revisions). 

•   G4: Difficulties sticking to timing or grading (maybe not all her control). (Hard for us to 
gauge/feel rushed). 

 
2. INSTRUCTOR PERSPECTIVE: Students commented that Amy used to cut herself off to let 
students speak, but they would actually appreciate more of Amy’s perspective and interpretation of 
the texts since she is the expert à 60% agree. 

•   G1: She cuts herself off to hear what others have to say. 
 
3. CENTRALIZED POSTING ONLINE: This course generates a lot of emails, which is 
sometimes overwhelming. Students indicated that a centralized posting forum online for course 
messages, or a calendar, would be helpful à 50% agree. 

•   G2: Central posting board for messages because emails can get confusing, or become lost.  
 
4. COURSE STRUCTURE: This group commented that the structure of the course is very rigid, 
and they feel like all questions are answered in class, and that there’s nothing to think about after 
section is done – the main points are always wrapped up. This group also did not feel that there was 
time for students to ask their own questions that aren’t related to the specific topic of section (and if 
the instructor asks, no one raises their hand). They described doing a lot of reading for the course, 
but focusing on very narrow topics during section.  The final recommendation is that perhaps when 
starting a new text, have a few minutes devoted to an initial question period in section. à No one 
raised their hand – this group had trouble communicating their point, and  

•   G4: Structure is too rigid (Open up to more student guidance/leadership). 
•   G4: Lacking something to think about after class (We never get left with “food for thought,” 

this is very cut off).  
 
Other areas of improvement 

•   G1: We always run out of time because of tangents (mostly due to the students). 
•   G1: Cover fewer topics but more in depth. 
•   G2: “Makes it difficult to find criticisms of her teaching.” 
•   G3: GSIs should communicate with each other more (This way sections would be doing an 

equal number of assignments). 
  



	  

OBSERVATION NOTES 
 

•   Amy knows everyone’s names, and is very dynamic and energized for 9:00 am.  
•   Amy is an animated instructor – she moves around the room a lot, uses gestures.  

In terms of attitude, she is clearly engaged in the topic, and speaks loudly and clearly.  
•   Use of board excellent, with discussion questions and student responses organized relative to 

marker color, in a format that is easy for students to understand and copy down.  
•   Amy draws out student comments and encourages them to be explicit about where their 

citations are coming from.  
•   The questions in advance are a great idea, as students seemed to be able to effectively hit the 

ground running.  
•   Amy generally makes an encouraging comment post-student comment, then reframes what 

they’re saying.  
•   After each group talks, Amy gives students the opportunity for students to make final 

contributions.  
•   Amy also does a good job with pacing the lesson, making sure student group discussions 

conclude in a timely manner.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 


